The Lorentz transformation applies directly to the kinematics of moving particles viewed as geometric points. Wave propagation, on the other hand, involves moving planes which are extended objects defined by simultaneity. By treating a plane wave as a geometric object moving at the phase velocity, novel results are obtained that illustrate the difference between wave and point kinematics. In particular, the so-called Carroll kinematics replaces Galilean relativity at low frame velocities when events are nonlocal.
Introduction
A plane wave propagates in a direction given by the wave vector k. The length of this vector, the wave number k = 2π/λ, is proportional to the number of spatial periods of wavelength λ, while the angular frequency, ω = 2π/T , is a measure of the number of temporal cycles with period T. A typical textbook argument [1] derives the Lorentz transformation of the relativistic wave vector (k, ω/c) by appealing to the frame-independent character of the phase φ = k · r − ωt forming a scalar product with the four-vector of events (r, ct). This method is, however, rather implicit and it would be desirable to obtain the same results directly from the Lorentz transformation [2] .
A plane wave cannot be treated as a geometric object without considerations of the fundamental differences between wave and particle kinematics. This difference is manifest already in the low-velocity limit v 0 /c 1, where the Lorentz factor γ = 1 √ 1 − v 2 0 c 2 approaches unity. To obtain the familiar Galilei transformation to a frame moving at velocity v 0 ,
two separate limits are needed [3] . First, γ ∼ 1 eliminates the effects of length contraction and time dilation. Second, events must be timelike [4] r ct corresponding to a speed v = dr/dt c. In comparison, propagating waves transform according to the Doppler relations
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provided the wave vector is quasi-stationary, ck ω, corresponding to phase velocities v p = ω/k c. This is a spacelike limit. Point events and spatiotemporal variations as measured by four-gradients (∇, −∂ t /c) or wave vectors thus have distinct low-velocity limits, and both regimes contribute to Galilean relativity as recently re-emphasized in the context of electrodynamics [5] .
While the speed of a physical object represented by a geometric point must be subluminal, a physical wave represented by a spectrum of plane waves may well contain superluminal phase velocity components. The frequency or timelike Doppler relation,
obtained in the quasi-uniform limit ck ω, where v p c, has its counterpart in the so-called Carroll transformation [6] , named after the author of Alice in Wonderland:
obtained for spacelike intervals r ct corresponding to v c. While the Galilei transformation applies to local events well within the light cone, the Carroll transformation applies to nonlocal events with no causal relations, i.e. very distant and/or nearly simultaneous events.
Galilean relativity G and Carrollian relativity C defined by equation (4) form separate subgroups [6, 7] of the homogeneous Lorentz group. The full Lorentz transformation,
can be derived from spacetime symmetries [8, 9] . 
has low-velocity limits,
corresponding to (1) and (4), respectively. A characteristic Galilean velocity is v = v 0 implied by coincidence dr = 0, while the relation v 0 · v = c 2 defines a typical Carrollian velocity implied by simultaneity dt = 0 in the primed frame.
Because, a plane wave is defined by a set of equal-time points, its relativistic properties are reflected in the way simultaneous events behave under a change of reference frame. The Galilean limit implies aberration of particles, but not of waves. A moving geometric point acquires a new direction in primed coordinates, because position is frame dependent, but absolute time implies that normal vectors become absolute quantities. In the Carrollian limit the situation is reversed. There is no particle aberration and no Doppler effect, since position is absolute, but wave vectors are subject to aberration, because time is relative.
In section 2, the relativistic transformation of a moving length as well as the related time of passage or transit time is given. In section 3, a moving plane subject to aberration is considered. The relativistic wave vector and the related phase and group velocities are considered in section 4 including a short discussion of four-vectors, while section 5 summarizes and concludes the treatment with additional remarks on Carrollian relativity. The level of readership is intended for graduate students or undergraduates that have experienced a first course in special relativity. Relativity at ordinary velocities as well as aberration and causality are subjects that should be of general interest in the classroom.
A moving length
The primed origo has velocity v 0 in the laboratory, while the primed frame sees the laboratory origin receding at −v 0 . Both reference frames may therefore align their x-axes with this common (parallel) direction [9] . An object at rest along the x-axis in the primed frame has length
independent of the exact times of measurements. In the laboratory frame, the object is moving at velocity v 0 = (v 0 , 0, 0), and a precise timing is required [10] [11] [12] [13] . The Lorentz transformation (5) imply
where the marking of rear and front ends occurs at times t 1 and t 2 , respectively. Since l x = l x /γ , the length of an object moving at velocity v x > 0 is given as
where the last term corrects for motion between measurements. The ordering of events 1 and 2 is arbitrary, and the intervals themselves may have either sign. Using also (6) with v ⊥ = 0 a little algebra shows that
generalizing length contraction to the situation where the object is moving in both reference frames [14] . The rest frame results l x = γ l x obtained for v x = v 0 and l x = l x /γ for v x = 0 appear as special cases.
In general, simultaneous events in one reference frame become nonsimultaneous events in a different reference frame, and the object moves during this relativistic delay. In this sense, length contraction can be viewed as an effect of nonsimultaneity.
Transit time
If the moving length is measured by coincident events as l x = v x T , the interval,
is a proper transit time, while t 1 − t 2 is a time-dilated interval as measured by laboratory clocks a distance x 1 − x 2 = v 0 (t 1 − t 2 ) apart. The same events give the length in the laboratory frame as
using (10), and the transformation,
is obtained. The transit time of an object at rest, v x = 0 or v x = v 0 , is infinite. At light speed v x = c, the common factor appearing in equations (11) and (14) can be written as
where β = v 0 /c. The case v x = c 2 /v 0 allows a finite transit time T = γ T even though l x and v x both diverge.
A moving plane
A particle moving vertically upwards in the laboratory, v x = 0 and v y > 0, is seen from a backward direction in the moving frame, since v x = −v 0 and v y = v y /γ . The factor γ appears because dx = 0 events are time dilated in the primed frame. In general, a geometric point moving in the xy-plane will change direction according to
where α is the inclination relative to the x-axis. The above example corresponds to v x → 0 and α → π/2 producing tan α = −v y /(γ v 0 ). In the Carrollian limit v x c, there is no aberration of points α = α consistent with equation (4) .
A line traced out by a moving point is a string of consecutive events. To find its direction in another frame, it is sufficient to Lorentz transform a pair of events. A moving plane, on the other hand, is defined by a set of simultaneous events [15] ,
propagating along the unit normal k/k at phase speed v p = ω/k = λ/T . Parallel planes, a distance λ apart, intersect lengths λ x , λ y and λ z along the axes, where
, where k x = 2π/λ x , etc. The Lorentz transformation of λ x is given by equation (11), and v px = λ x /T by construction behaves like a point velocity. The perpendicular intersections move subject to the constraint (18) . The length of the intervals is defined equivalent to (10):
and the result λ y = λ y follows, since v y = v y /γ and t 2 − t 1 = γ (t 2 − t 1 ) as in the example above. Perpendicular lengths are therefore unaffected by a Lorentz transformation. A plane wave moving in the xy-plane along the normal k/k = (cos θ, sin θ, 0) satisfies the relations λ = λ x cos θ = λ y sin θ . Intersections move at velocities λ x /T = v p / cos θ and λ y /T = v p / sin θ , respectively. In general, a plane wave will maintain its direction in the primed reference frame only if it moves along v 0 . The normal direction changes according to
showing that the aberration of plane waves generally differs from that of particles [16] [17] [18] . In the Galilean limit v px c, there is no aberration of wave vectors θ = θ , since simultaneity is preserved. A light wave, v p = c, has a superluminal phase velocity component v px = c/ cos θ along the x-axis, while a geometric point moving at speed c along the direction α has a subluminal velocity component v x = c cos α. In this case, the aberration of equal-time planes and geometric points moving along the same direction α = θ become identical according to equations (16) and (20), where the factor γ −1 (1 − β/ cos θ) −1 reduces to (15) along the parallel direction θ = 0.
Wave vector
A plane wave propagating along the x-axis with wave vector k x = 2π/λ x and angular frequency ω = 2π/T Lorentz transforms according to equations (11) and (14):
where v px = ω/k x is the phase velocity. For example, v px = v 0 leads to a stationary wave ω = 0 in the moving frame, while v px = c 2 /v 0 leads to a uniform primed wave k x = 0 with infinite phase velocity. Using the result k ⊥ = k ⊥ obtained in the previous section, the complete wave vector Lorentz transforms as
where the x-axis is now along v 0 and v 0 k = v 0 · k. If the wave vector is spacelike ck ω in the low-velocity limit γ ∼ 1, terms ω ∼ v 0 · k are much larger than v 2 0 c 2 ω leading to the Doppler relations (2) with no aberration. This behaviour is typical of the quasi-stationary limit ω → 0 consistent with θ = θ in equation (20) and the invariance of time. In the timelike limit ck ω typical of quasi-uniform behaviour k → 0, wave vectors change the direction according to (3), but there is no Doppler effect, since v 0 · k v 0 ω/c ω can be neglected, while terms k ∼ v 0 ω/c 2 are of the same order.
Phase and group velocity
The condition of a constant phase, dφ = k · dr − ωdt = 0, defines the phase velocity by the relation,
Transverse components are indefinite, since the phase front is an equal-time plane. The group velocity is defined as
equivalent to v g = ∇ k (ω). Using equation (23) and a vector identity, the relation,
shows that v g also has transverse components. The inverse wave vector transformation in the differential form
applied to definition (24) gives after rearranging terms
to be compared to the primed definition dk · v g = dω . Since dk may have any direction, the group velocity transforms like an ordinary velocity as previously established [19, 20] using other methods. The low-velocity limits are given by equation (7) for v g c and v g c, respectively.
A projection similar to (27) for the phase velocity is less convenient, since v p has to be resolved along k which, in general, is different from k. The parallel direction is, however, the same in both reference frames. A wave vector along k therefore Lorentz transforms as a point velocity as previously stated. In the general case, the definition v p = ω k /k 2 can be invoked to obtain
leading to the result
, where aberration is absent [21, 22] . In the Carrollian limit v p c, one obtains the result
, where v L p is the phase velocity projected along k .
Four-vectors
The transformation properties of the relativistic wave vector can formally be derived by observing that the scalar product,
is an invariant number, and since (r, ct) is a four-vector, (k, ω/c) must also be a four-vector [1] . The kinematic velocities defined by equations (23) and (24) can also be expressed in terms of four-vector products:
where (dk, dω/c) is an infinitesimal four-wave vector. In this case, the invariant number is zero, allowing an unknown function to be multiplied on both sides. The four-velocity is γ (v) (v, c) , and by the same argument γ (v g )(v g , c) may be a group four-velocity, while the phase velocity behaves as a three-velocity only in certain limits [21, 22] . For superluminal velocities, the γ -factors become imaginary. While not relevant for particle dynamics, this regime may be of some interest for generating and classifying solutions to Maxwell's equations [23] .
Conclusion
Despite the fact that wavelength and wave period are defined as spacetime intervals, their relativistic properties do not follow intuitively from the Lorentz transformation. Traditional arguments based on the scalar four-product are indirect and do not bring out the underlying spacetime concepts. In the present treatment, the properties of the relativistic wave vector were obtained by viewing a plane wave as an extended kinematic object moving at the phase velocity. Lorentz transformation of intersection lengths and transit times were invoked to obtain the relativistic properties of moving planes leading eventually to equation (22) . Particle motion and particle aberration are local phenomena augmented by time dilation and subject to the constraints of causality inherent in relativistic dynamics. Relativistic kinematics, however, may be applied not only to geometric points, but also to the nonlocal objects which are the mathematical building blocks of physical waves. As has been shown, the aberration of plane waves is a kinematic phenomenon that occurs for superluminal phase velocities. In this case, the nonlocal Carroll transformation replaces the Galilei transformation as the correct low-velocity limit.
Carrollian relativity was originally introduced by Lévy-Leblond as a pedagogical exercise in group theory. Although strong reservations were made against its potential use due to the lack of causality [6, 8] , wave kinematics provide a specific example, where Galilean relativity must be supplemented by nonlocal kinematics.
